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I have this script working for windows 7 and windows 10, but there are some issues with the script
when i am using ubuntu 16.04 and 17.10, the script will extract the files without any problem. Issue:
When i am running the script from windows, the script will extract all the files with 2 minutes
extraction time. When i am running the script from ubuntu 16.04, the script will extract all the files
with 1 minute extraction time. and also the time will not be remain. I am working on a project that
needs to extract the files in real time with extraction time of 30 seconds. So i need to use the script
to extract the files in ubuntu and it is not working fine. A: All the previously suggested answers have
a problem when extracting audio CDs. Often times, you will encounter "sub-optimally formatted" (or
simply "bad") audio CDs. These are NOT the same type of CDs as those with recordings. Sub-
optimally formatted CDs can be extremely difficult to extract, even for the best CD rippers such as
FileHippo (by a significant margin). Most audio ripping and burning software will not support nor
even recognize these CDs. In addition, ripping/encoding tools on the market today generally do not
handle these types of CDs properly, and the results can be disappointing. If you encounter an audio
CD that has a sub-optimal audio content, you have two options. Option 1: Simply boot into Windows,
and open the file in Windows Explorer. There you will be able to right-click on the.iso file, select
"Open With", and choose "Windows Audio Recorder." This software will recognize a CD (if Windows
does not already) and allow you to extract the files. Option 2: It may be possible that a newer version
of the.iso file will fix the problem. If you would like to actually try this method, you can download the
ISO file from your favorite CD burning software, and copy/paste the contents of the.iso file in
Windows Explorer. This way, Windows will recognize the.iso file and allow you to extract the files.
Also see my other answer related to this question: How to: Burn Audio CD from Windows 7. for me..
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